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In the grim darkness of the far future, where war rages across the galaxy,
there exists a clandestine organization known as the Assassinorum. A
shadowy arm of the Imperium of Mankind, the Assassinorum wields the
sharpest blades and the most cunning minds to eliminate threats to the
Emperor's rule. Among their ranks, Robert Rath stands as a legend, a
Callidus Assassin of unparalleled skill and infamy.

The Callidus Temple

Robert Rath belonged to the Callidus Temple, one of the four major
temples of the Assassinorum. Callidus Assassins are renowned for their
mastery of disguise, infiltration, and close-quarters combat. They are the
infiltrators, the silent killers who strike from the shadows, eliminating their
targets with surgical precision.

Rath's training within the Callidus Temple honed his skills to a razor's edge.
He became a master of disguise, able to blend seamlessly into any
environment, assuming different identities at will. His combat prowess was
equally impressive, with lightning-fast reflexes, deadly aim, and a thorough
understanding of human anatomy and pressure points.
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Inquisitors often seek the aid of Assassins to eliminate their targets.

Service to the Imperium

Over the course of his long career, Robert Rath undertook countless
missions for the Imperium. He assassinated planetary governors who had
grown too ambitious, silenced heretical preachers spreading dangerous
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doctrines, and eliminated alien infiltrators who threatened the stability of the
realm.

One of Rath's most notable missions involved the elimination of a Chaos
cult that had infiltrated the upper echelons of the Adeptus Mechanicus on
the forge world of Mars. Disguised as a tech-priest, Rath infiltrated the
cult's inner circle, learning their secrets and gaining their trust. When the
time was right, he struck with deadly precision, eliminating the cult's leaders
and dismantling their network.

Legacy of the Kingmaker

Robert Rath's reputation as a skilled and feared Assassin grew with each
successful mission. He became known as the "Kingmaker," a testament to
his ability to shape the course of history through his targeted eliminations.

Rath's legacy extended beyond his own lifetime. He became a legend
among the Assassinorum, inspiring generations of Callidus Assassins to
strive for excellence. His techniques and strategies were passed down
through the centuries, ensuring that the Callidus Temple remained one of
the most effective and respected branches of the Assassinorum.

The End of an Era

In the waning years of the 41st millennium, Robert Rath met his end at the
hands of the Genestealer Cult known as the Brood of the Leviathan. During
an infiltration mission on the hive world of Necromunda, Rath was captured
by the Genestealers and subjected to horrific experiments. Despite his
superhuman resilience, Rath's body and mind were broken.



Rath's death sent shockwaves through the Imperium and the
Assassinorum. He had been a symbol of hope and a beacon of justice, and
his loss was deeply felt. Yet, even in death, Rath's legacy lived on. His
name became synonymous with excellence, and his teachings continued to
guide the Callidus Assassins who followed in his footsteps.

Robert Rath, the Callidus Assassin known as the Kingmaker, stands as a
towering figure in the annals of Warhammer 40,000. His skill, cunning, and
unwavering loyalty to the Imperium made him a legend, and his legacy
continues to inspire generations of Assassins. Through his countless
missions and his ultimate sacrifice, Rath played a pivotal role in shaping
the destiny of the Imperium, ensuring that the Emperor's rule would endure
for centuries to come.
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As the galaxy continues to teeter on the brink of chaos and war, the
Assassinorum remains a vital weapon in the Emperor's arsenal. And while
Robert Rath may be gone, his spirit lives on in the hearts and minds of the
Callidus Assassins who carry his legacy forward, ensuring that the enemies
of the Imperium will always face the sharpest blades and the deadliest
precision.
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The Messenger of Allah: An Exposition of His
Life for Curious Western Readers
The Prophet Muhammad, born in the 6th century in Mecca, Saudi Arabia,
is the founder of Islam and the central figure of the religion....
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Travel Enlightens: Four Brief Essays
Essay 1: Travel as a Window to the World Travel has been a
transformative experience throughout human history. It broadens our
perspectives, exposes us to...
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